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Taking Leave      by Glenda Simpson 

 

The boiling water spat from the kettle’s spout as she poured, the shrivelled leaves shimmied 

under their scalding shower; waiting for them to unleash their reviving essence, she surveyed the 

table.  

 Soiled plates, dry crusts, nut shells like upturned boats, and a slab of  weeping cheese. 

The only harmonious sight - a pile of ripe pears. They, alone were perfect, untouched and 

unharmed.  

Two knives lay beside the pears, their blades carelessly touching.  

‘Mother used to say crossed knives mean danger’  Thoughtless words - she had wished them unsaid 

even as they left her mouth.  

He had replied with a smile that had misplaced mirth: 

‘We defy augury’ 

The words conjured the long summer evenings of last year. Newly married and avidly 

reading Shakespeare.  How they had loved Hamlet’s brave assertion ‘we defy augury’, yet now 

those same words had an ominous ring.  

His tea cup remained. The liquid cold, a ring of brown tannin decapitating softly painted 

roses. She raised the cup slowly, and there perceived the lingering musky smell of his moustache.   

Only two hours since they had been together, attempting one last cup of tea, an act so 

mundane, but so impossible.  

 ‘I think maybe it’s time to go.’  She had said. 

 The walk to the station had been difficult;  The space between them scintillating with 

unspoken words. 

 ‘What has happened to us’ she asked herself. ‘we who could keep nothing one from the 

other? Now we have nothing to say.’   
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She could have wept, except, of course, there were so many other reasons to weep.  

And then, inevitability, the station. A sea of young men in khaki, shaming fears pent up 

beneath moustaches and short brilliantined hair. Their eager smiles masking inner devastation.  

The dread moment of  parting achieved almost painlessly; the blast of a whistle, train doors 

slamming, the waving of a flag, and he was gone. 

She had returned by the same path, stupefied by grief. The euphoria of Friday and the joyful 

anticipation of his weekend pass bitter in the memory. So short and unsatisfactory a time. No 

communication, just frenzied love-making and his strange cries in the night.  

And her one last hope, the secret longing that might have sustained her, even that, she 

realised from the cramping pains edging into her stomach, was not to be. There would be no child.  

And rightly so; for if nothing had come of their previous tender passion, what manner of child  

would have been fashioned by the tortured coupling of this weekend.  

She sat surrounded by  the carnage of the meal and stretched forward to take a pear, but 

finally could not bear to disturb the symmetry his hands had fashioned. Instead, for some action was 

required she pulled the battered copy of Shakespeare from the shelf,  and stared at the familiar text 

with unseeing eyes. 

She was just nineteen  - she felt as if her life was over.  


